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The two-wave-plate compensator (TWC) method is expanded for full-field retardation measurements by use of a polarization microscope. The sample image is projected onto a CCD camera connected to a computer, allowing the retardation to be measured at all pixels. The retardation accuracy of this implementation of the TWC is evaluated to be 0.06 nm. The method is applied to polarization-maintaining fibers and long-period fiber gratings. The measured retardation is in good agreement with the crossed-polarizer images of the fibers. The method achieves a spatial resolution of 0.45 μm and a retardation resolution of 0.07 nm. The full-field TWC method can thus be a useful tool for characterizing and monitoring the fabrication of optical devices. © 2006 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Birefringence can occur naturally owing to structural symmetry. It can also be induced, in which case measuring the birefringence allows the evaluation of the physical and optical properties of a sample. Consequently, birefringence measurements benefit a plethora of applications. In crystallography, birefringence may be caused by lattice mismatch during crystal growth.1–3 In fluid dynamics, white-light interference colors are produced by a two-dimensional flow and are related to refractive-index gradients.4 Birefringence measurements allow the characterization of thin films5 and the quality control of glass and plastics.6,7 In biology, the dynamic observation of living cells is made possible by real-time birefringence measurements.8,9 Birefringence is also related to the structure of the retinal nerve fiber layer in the human eye and can be used for the early detection of glaucoma.10 In optical communications, stress-induced birefringence affects the quality, reliability, and performance of optical fibers and devices. It renders the transmission response of planar light-wave circuits polarization sensitive, which is an undesirable effect in optical networks.11–17 In optical fibers, birefringence is induced by residual stress through the stress-optic effect. The residual stress profile is closely related to the refractive-index profile that governs the waveguiding properties of the fiber.18–21 Birefringence causes polarization-mode dispersion and polarization-dependent loss.22–25 Stress-induced birefringence plays a crucial role in the refractive-index changes that occur during the fabrication of long-period fiber gratings with CO2 laser pulses.26–30

Several techniques have been developed to evaluate two-dimensional birefringence through optical retardation measurements. In optical fibers and devices, the retardations produced are of the order of several nanometers. Hence the methods used must be able to measure exceedingly small retardations. An instrument that was introduced previously uses photoelastic modulators to modulate the polarization of the light incident upon the birefringent sample.31–37 Two-dimensional measurements are performed by scanning the sample. The main limitation of this technique is its poor spatial resolution because it uses a single-beam illumination of ~1 mm diameter.

For higher spatial resolution, a microscope system must be used. Oldenbourg and Mei38 and Schribak and Oldenbourg39 incorporated electro-optic modulators into a polarization microscope to record several images for various voltage settings.38,39 This system has been applied to the dynamic observation of living cells.8,9 The technique relies, however, on intensity measurements, which are not, in general, as accurate.
as detecting a null of intensity. Further, it does not use the simple, conventional compensators that are commonly available with a polarization microscope.

A half-shade device method has been used to profile the residual stress in ultraviolet-exposed optical fibers. The image of the fiber is divided into two parts by the half-shade device. In this technique, one subtracts two intensity profiles on either side of the half-shade boundary along the axis of the fiber image to calculate the retardation and subsequently the residual stress profile to be computed. However, the method does not take into account the axial variations of the fiber in that two intensity lines are subtracted at two different locations along the fiber.

Another technique uses an inverted polarization microscope and the Sénarmont technique to measure the residual stress profile of optical fibers. The Sénarmont technique is commonly used to measure retardations up to $1\lambda$. However, this technique is not generally suitable for low retardations.

This situation has motivated the development of a high-accuracy technique based on detecting a null of intensity that would be implementable for full-field retardation measurements. In this paper we describe the expansion of the two-wave-plate compensator (TWC) method for full-field retardation measurements by use of a polarization microscope. A brief summary of the TWC technique that was presented in an earlier publication is given in Section 2. Its accuracy is compared theoretically and experimentally with that of the Brace–Köhler and Sénarmont techniques for the measurement of small retardations. The experimental procedure for full-field measurements is then presented and tested with a known retardation (Section 3). The full-field TWC is applied to various optical fibers and compared (Section 4). Its accuracy and sensitivity are assessed by comparison with crossed-polarizer images and the Brace–Köhler technique.

2. Two-Wave-Plate Compensator

The TWC method was presented previously for single-point retardation measurements. This technique consists of placing a birefringent sample at 45° from extinction between crossed polarizers. The sample is followed by a compensator wave plate of known retardation. A null of intensity is found by incremental rotation of the compensator and the analyzer to extinguish the linearly polarized light produced for a specific compensator orientation. In this section we summarize the main results of the TWC technique.

A. Working Principle

A detailed analysis of the successive states of polarization of the light propagating through a system composed of two wave plates between crossed polarizers was presented earlier. The different optical elements of the TWC method are represented in Fig. 1. We used this compensator to derive the condition for linearly polarized output in the TWC method as

$$\sin 2\theta_2 = -\frac{\tan \phi_2}{\tan \phi_1},$$

where $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ are the phase retardations of the two wave plates and $\theta_2$ is the angle between the first polarizer transmission direction and the slow axis of the second wave plate. The first wave plate is oriented at 45° from extinction. In the TWC method, one detects a null of intensity by rotating the analyzer perpendicular to the linearly polarized light produced when the compensator is rotated. Only a brief overview of the performance of the TWC method is given in this section.

B. Accuracy

Computing the intensity transmitted by the two-wave-plate system, we evaluated the measurement error of the TWC technique for single-point retardation measurements for retardations ranging from 0 to $\lambda/8$. We calculated the error by considering the measurement uncertainty of the null that is due to the detector’s sensitivity. For retardations ranging from 0 to $\lambda/8$, 71.41% of the pixels had errors of less than 1%.

In a similar calculation performed for the Brace–Köhler technique, the measurement uncertainty associated with the intensity minimum was considered. Only 22.125% of the pixels had errors of less than 1%. This demonstrates the higher accuracy of the TWC technique for single-point retardation measurements of small retardations.

The TWC technique’s accuracy was further evaluated experimentally with a He–Ne laser source and a pair of Glan–Thompson polarizers. Wave plates with small retardations were measured by the TWC, Brace–Köhler, and Sénarmont techniques. Two of the wave plates used were provided with Olympus polarization microscopes. Their retardations were, respec-
tively, 60.33 and 21.78 nm and were specified by the manufacturer to be ±0.01 nm. It is difficult to manufacture accurately zero-order wave plates of retardations less than 10 nm. Therefore, crossed zero-order half-wave plates and quarter-wave plates designed for nearby wavelengths were used to produce small retardations. For example, two mica half-wave plates designed, respectively, for 660 and 645 nm, were measured individually with the Sénar-mont technique. Their measured retardations were 328.49 and 320.37 nm. They were then crossed to produce a retardation of 8.12 nm.

The accuracies of the TWC, Brace–Köhler, and Sénarmont techniques can hence be compared. A number of measurements were averaged for each retardation. The average of approximately 20, 40, 60, 20, 30, and 20 measurements was computed for the sample retardations of 60.33, 21.78, 16.95, 8.12, 3.09, and 1.04 nm, respectively. The techniques’ accuracies and ranks are summarized in Table 1. The TWC technique achieves the best measurement accuracy for samples with retardations of 1.04, 8.12, 16.95, and 21.78 nm with measurement errors of 0.19, 0.30, 0.58, and 0.24 nm, respectively. The Brace–Köhler technique achieves the best accuracy for only a single sample with a retardation of 3.09 nm with a measurement error of 0.81 nm. The Sénarmont technique also achieves the best accuracy for only a single sample with a retardation of 60.33 nm with a measurement error of 0.21 nm.

### 3. Full-Field Retardation Measurements

High accuracy and sensitivity of the TWC method have been demonstrated for single-point retardation measurements. Measuring the stress-induced birefringence in optical devices requires, however, much higher spatial resolution. A polarization microscope is used to expand the TWC method from single-point measurements to full-field retardation measurements.

#### A. Measurement Procedure

The TWC method is implemented for full-field retardation measurements with the polarization microscope system shown in Fig. 2. The microscope used is an Olympus BX-P. The sample is placed on the microscope stage and is observed in transmission between crossed polarizers. The first polarizer is located...
just before the condenser. The second analyzer is located above the objective. The polarizer and analyzer are rotatable. An insertion slot allows a compensator wave plate to be placed in the microscope tube. The image can be viewed through the eyepiece. A light-path selector knob allows the image to be projected onto a CCD camera connected to a computer. Image processing software allows images to be saved in the computer. The measurements are performed in monochromatic light by insertion of a 546 nm green interference filter with a FWHM of 10 nm in front of the source.

The full-field TWC method consists of two stages: an image acquisition stage and an image processing and analysis stage. The image acquisition stage is represented in a flow chart in Fig. 3. First the sample is focused and oriented at 45° from extinction between crossed polarizers. The compensator is inserted into the microscope tube. Viewing through the eyepiece, we rotate the compensator and the analyzer to estimate the angular ranges for which an extinction is produced for all points over the whole field of view. The compensator’s angular range is defined to be $\theta_1$ to $\theta_N$. The analyzer’s angular range is defined to be $\theta_2$ to $\theta_K$. Having determined the compensator and analyzer angular ranges, we rotate the compensator from $\theta_1$ to $\theta_N$ in small increments, 0.5°, for example. For each successive compensator angle, the analyzer is rotated from $\theta_2$ to $\theta_K$ and an image is recorded. Rotating the compensator and the analyzer successively, we record $N \times K$ images corresponding to each successive compensator and analyzer angle. This experimental procedure is performed with and without the sample.

The image processing and analysis stage consists of determining, for each pixel in the field of view (FOV), the analyzer and compensator angles that produce extinction. We determine the extinctions by fitting the variations of the green color component of each pixel (since $\lambda = 546$ nm) to polynomial functions of the compensator and analyzer angles. The minima of those functions are then computed. MATLAB routines are used to process the images and to compute the compensator angle that produces extinction at each pixel within the FOV. We substitute the angular difference between the case with the sample and the case without the sample into Eq. (1) to compute the retardation at each pixel.

Similarly, the Brace–Köhler technique is implemented for full-field retardation measurements. The image acquisition and image processing stages are similar to those for the TWC technique. However, with the Brace–Köhler technique, only the compensator is rotated. An image is recorded at each compensator angle. We then analyze the images to determine at each pixel the compensator angle that produces an intensity minimum. The angular difference between the case with the sample and the case without the sample permits the calculation of the retardation at each pixel.

### B. Measurements

Two different compensator wave plates are provided with Olympus microscopes with which we measure retardations by the Brace–Köhler technique. They can be used with green interference filters to measure the retardation of a sample viewed through the eyepiece. The retardations of these two compensators, U-CBR1 and U-CBR2, are specified by the manufacturer and are, respectively, 59.66 and 21.54 nm. The U-CBR2 is placed on the microscope stage, and the U-CBR1 is inserted into the compensator slot of the microscope tube.

We follow the procedure outlined in Subsection 3.A for the TWC technique to record images while the compensator and analyzer are rotated. The sample is then removed from the microscope stage. The compensator is rotated between crossed polarizers, and images are also recorded without the sample. We
process the images recorded with the sample to determine the compensator angle that produces extinction at each pixel. We also process the images recorded without the sample to determine the compensator angles that produce extinction. The angular difference between the two configurations corresponds to $\theta_2$ in Eq. (1). Substituting the measured value of $\theta_2$ and the phase retardation value $\phi_2$ of the compensator into Eq. (1) allows the phase retardation $\phi_1$ of the sample at each pixel to be calculated. The angles that produce extinction with and without the sample as well as the measured retardation are shown in Fig. 4(a)–4(c). For this experiment we obtained the images by using an objective magnification of 10×.

The relative error compared with the manufacturer’s retardation value was calculated for each pixel. This detailed error analysis shows that 97.9% of the pixels in the FOV were below 4% error and 69% were below 3%. The same sample was also measured with the Brace–Köhler technique. In that case, 99.7% of the pixels in the FOV were below 3% error.

The TWC method appears to be slightly less accurate over the whole FOV than the Brace–Köhler technique. The retardation measured with the TWC in Fig. 4(c) also exhibits a nonuniform distribution along the diagonal of the FOV from the lower left-hand corner to the upper right-hand corner. We determine the compensator angles for extinction with the sample in Fig. 4(a) by rotating the compensator and the analyzer, whereas we determine the compensator angles for extinction without the sample in Fig. 4(b) by rotating only the compensator between crossed polarizers. The latter case does not take into account the nonuniformities arising from rotating the analyzer in the optical system. Consequently, when we subtract both sets of angles to calculate the retardation with the TWC technique, the nonuniformities that are due to the rotation of the optical components do not cancel.

The compensator angles that produce extinction without the sample are hence determined again by rotation of both the compensator and the analyzer. When this is done, the nonuniformities arising from the rotations of the compensator and the analyzer partially cancel when the angles that produce extinction with and without the sample are subtracted.

These compensator angles for extinction without the sample are represented in Fig. 5(a). The corresponding measured retardation in Fig. 5(b) is more nearly uniform than the retardation measured previously as represented in Fig. 4(c). In fact, a detailed analysis of the error distribution in the FOV confirms the improvement from the previous experiment. More particularly, the number of pixels with errors of less than 3% increased from 69% to 94.3%.

The TWC method has proved to be highly accurate for full-field measurements of small retardation. We can further improve the TWC method by optimizing the optics of the microscope, such as the extinction ratio of the polarizers. This is critical to the TWC technique, as the analyzer is rotated along with the compensator when one is searching for the intensity minima. In the current experimental configuration, the intensity transmitted through the polarizers varies sinusoidally as the polarizer and analyzer are rotated in crossed position. These variations reveal that the light incident on the condenser polarizer is
not randomly polarized. If the light incident on the first polarizer could be made randomly polarized, the extinction would be greatly improved and the TWC's accuracy would be further increased.

4. Application to Optical Fibers

The full-field retardation measurement techniques can be applied to measure the stress-induced birefringence in optical devices. In this section we describe application of the TWC method to map the stress-induced birefringence of different optical fibers by using the experimental procedure presented in Section 3.

A. Polarization-Maintaining Fiber

Polarization-maintaining fibers are used in optical fiber communication networks to preserve the state of polarization of the propagating light. There exist two types of polarization-maintaining fiber, namely, low-birefringence fibers and high-birefringence fibers. In low-birefringence fibers a linearly polarized wave and a circularly polarized wave propagate with small polarization dispersion. In high-birefringence fibers a linearly polarized wave propagates and remains in its state of polarization.

1. Full-Field Retardation Measurements

A polarization-maintaining fiber is placed on a microscope slide made of fused silica whose stress-induced birefringence is negligible compared with that of the fiber. The optical fiber is immersed in index-matching oil and covered by a coverslip that is also made of fused silica.

The retardation of the transversely illuminated polarization-maintaining fiber is measured with the TWC technique. The compensator used is the Olympus Brace–Köhler wave plate U-CBR2 of retardation 21.54 nm at \( \lambda = 546 \text{ nm} \). The resulting two-dimensional retardation distribution is shown in Fig. 6. The objective’s magnification is 20×, and its numerical aperture is 0.4, corresponding to a spatial resolution of 0.84 \( \mu \text{m} \). The two high-retardation regions in Fig. 6 correspond to the stress-applying parts.

2. Comparison with Crossed-Polarizer Images

The retardation measurements of the high-birefringence polarization-maintaining fiber in Fig. 6 can be used to calculate the transmittance of the light transversely illuminating the fiber to compare with the intensity measured between crossed polarizers and to evaluate the accuracy of the retardation measurements. At such low levels of retardations, a simple crossed-polarizer image results in intensities too weak to be resolved with sufficient dynamic range by the frame grabber. The transmittance comparison is thus made with an image of the optical fiber recorded when the compensator is at an angle, thereby adding a bias retardation and resulting in larger intensities.

The transmittance of a system composed of two wave plates between crossed polarizers had been derived by use of Jones calculus. The reader is encouraged to refer to Ref. 44 about the TWC for single-point retardation measurements for further details.
about the analysis. Knowing the compensator’s retardation and orientation, one can use the measured retardation to calculate the transmittance of the transversely illuminated optical fibers, which can thus be compared with the measured transmittances of the crossed-polarizer image.

We used the phase retardation along the fiber cross section in the center of the retardation distribution measured with the TWC technique as shown in Fig. 6 to calculate the transmittance. The image was recorded for a compensator angle equal to 15°. We subtracted the compensator angles for extinction without the sample from this orientation all along the central cross section of the fiber to determine the exact compensator slow-axis orientation. The normalized calculated transmittance is plotted as a dashed curve in Fig. 7. The normalized measured transmittance in the gray-scale image along the same cross section of the optical fiber is plotted as a solid curve in Fig. 7.

The transmittance calculated by use of the retardation profile measured with the TWC method is in good agreement with the measured transmittance shown in Fig. 7. The standard deviation between the measured and calculated transmittances is 0.036. The accuracy of the TWC method for measuring the low-level birefringence in samples such as optical fibers is thus verified.

B. Long-Period Fiber Gratings

Fiber gratings are of great importance in optical fiber communications, as they are used to fabricate band-rejection filters, gain equalizers, and dispersion-compensation devices. Long-period fiber gratings (LPFGs), for example, couple the light from a core-guided mode to a cladding-guided mode because of the presence of a periodic refractive-index change along the axis of the optical fiber. In recent years, LPFGs have been fabricated by use of CO₂ laser pulses to modify the refractive-index profile periodically along the axis of an optical fiber. These gratings have proved to be more stable than those fabricated by UV exposure. The refractive-index changes induced by the CO₂ laser irradiation are directly related to the amount of residual stress in the optical fiber. In this section we describe the application of the TWC full-field retardation measurement method to the characterization of LPFGs.

1. Full-Field Retardation Measurements

The retardation of the perturbed region of a LPFG was measured with the TWC technique and is represented in Fig. 8(a). The grating is overmodulated, exhibiting strong resonances of −15 and −25 dB at wavelengths equal to 1345 and 1440 nm. In this section we describe the application of the TWC full-field retardation measurement method to the characterization of LPFGs.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the normalized measured transmittance between crossed polarizers and the normalized transmittance calculated from the retardation of the polarization-maintaining fiber measured by the TWC method shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the retardation measurement and the gray-scale image intensity between crossed polarizers of a perturbed region of an overmodulated LPFG. (a) Retardation measurements with the TWC technique. (b) Gray-scale image intensity between crossed polarizers.
fied on the full-field retardation map. For this measurement the objective magnification was 20× and the objective's numerical aperture was 0.4, which corresponds to a spatial resolution of 0.84 μm. The retardation resolution of the measurement is 0.09 nm, which we evaluated by computing the standard deviation of the background retardation in Fig. 8(a). The TWC full-field retardation measurement is in good agreement with the crossed-polarizer image. The retardation of the unperturbed region of a LPFG, i.e., a region that has not been exposed to the CO2 laser, can be seen on either side of the perturbed region along the axis of the optical fiber.

The resolution is also calculated in the background of various retardation images generated with the Brace–Köhler and TWC techniques for microscope objectives with magnifications of 20× and 40×. The spatial resolution achieved with the 40× objective is 0.45 μm. The retardation resolutions for the 20× and 40× objectives are summarized in Table 2.

Both the Brace–Köhler and the TWC techniques achieve good resolution. The retardation resolution increases with the objective magnification and numerical aperture. The TWC has a better resolution than the Brace–Köhler technique for the two objective magnifications used. The TWC measurements result in a resolution of 0.07 nm with the 40× objective, whereas the Brace–Köhler measurements result in a resolution of 0.09 nm. The TWC also has better resolution with the 20× objective. These resolutions are very good, especially given the fact that, to find the intensity minima, the compensators are rotated every 0.5°. This angular increment can be decreased to 0.1°, which would further increase the accuracy of the minima determination and reduce the noise floor in the retardation images' background.

2. Comparison with Crossed-Polarizer Images
As with polarization-maintaining fiber, we calculated the transmittance by using the retardation measurements to compare with the measured transmittance of the crossed-polarizer image. The calculated transmittance of the transversely illuminated LPFG is shown in Fig. 9. The calculated transmittance in Fig. 9 is in good agreement with the crossed-polarizer image intensity represented in Fig. 8(b), confirming the high accuracy and high resolution of the full-field TWC method. The details of the birefringence distribution are clearly resolved in the full-field retardation measurements.

This consistency between the measured and calculated transmittances suggests that the retardation measurements could be used to calibrate the intensity of the crossed-polarizer image. The calibration could be made once with a sample of known retardation. The calibration measurements could then be used with other samples of unknown retardation, obviating the need to use the more lengthy process of the full-field measurements by the TWC techniques. Such a calibration process, however, may be more challenging and less accurate.

Depending on the magnitude of the sample's retardation, different bias retardations are necessary to generate the crossed-polarizer image. Consequently, the calibrations of intensity and retardation would have to be made for different biases corresponding to different retardation magnitudes. Further, the retardation of the unknown sample must be necessarily less than that of the sample used during the calibration, so the measured intensities fall into the calibrated range. This means that the unknown retardation cannot be measured with the calibrated intensities when the sample's retardation is greater than that used for the calibration. The range of retardations that can be measured with the calibrated intensities is therefore limited and constrained to samples whose retardations are less than those used for the calibration.

Most importantly, it is difficult to calibrate the intensities of the retardations because of the nonuniformities that arise from the imperfections in the source or the optical components of the microscope. Residual stress in the objective lenses, for example, affects the formation of the crossed-polarizer image whose intensity depends not only on the birefringence of the sample but also on that of the optical components of the microscope, however small this birefringence might be. This can be better understood if one looks at the retardation measurement of the overmodulated LPFG and the measured transmittance in Fig. 8. The retardation distribution measured with the TWC technique shows a uniform background color in Fig. 8(a) that corresponds to
0 nm retardation. Such is not the case with the intensity of a crossed-polarizer image whose background intensity color varies from the left to the right of the FOV in Fig. 8(b). This nonuniformity is eliminated by a retardation measurement with the TWC technique.

This uniformity can be explained by the fact that the effects that are due to the optical components of the system are canceled with the TWC technique because the retardation measurements are based on subtracting compensator angles that produce extinction with and without the sample. When we subtract the two angles over the whole FOV to compute the retardation, the instrumentation effects are eliminated and only the sample’s birefringence is calculated. Thus the TWC technique is more accurate than the intensity measurement technique because of this instrumentation compensation.

5. Conclusions

The two-wave-plate compensator was expanded to full-field retardation measurements. The full-field TWC method used a polarization microscope connected to a CCD camera and a computer to process images and compute the retardation at all pixels. The TWC method was tested on a wave plate of 21.54 nm and achieved an accuracy of 0.06 nm. The spatial resolution achieved was 0.84 μm, and the sensitivity was 0.09 nm with an objective magnification of 20×. Measurements performed with a 40× objective increased the TWC technique’s spatial resolution to 0.45 μm and its retardation resolution to 0.07 nm. This resolution is better than that of the Brace-Köhler technique for the same objective, which achieved a resolution of 0.09 nm. The full-field TWC method was applied to the characterization of polarization-maintaining fibers and LPFGs. The TWC retardation measurements were in good agreement with the crossed-polarizer images.
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